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Self-assembly of globular particles in a nematic dispersion
of colloidal rods

Paul van der Schoota)

Polymer Physics Group, Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513,
5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 15 April 2002; accepted 27 June 2002!

Small spherical guest particles added to a nematic liquid-crystalline dispersion of colloidal rods
self-assemble linearly into chain-like aggregates. We argue that the formation of these chains is
induced by the excluded-volume coupling of the globules to the nematic matrix, and that
pretransitional fluctuations in the mixture give rise to the structural reorganization of the linear
aggregates observed in experiment. Ultimately, the repulsive interactions between the globules and
the rods either promote large-scale demixing or a transition to a microphase-separated lamellar state,
depending on the concentration of rods in the host dispersion. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1501476#
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Notwithstanding that attractive interactions play a sub
and only partially understood role in the stability of colloid
dispersions, an important driving force of phase transition
this sort of system is not given by attractive but by repuls
interactions between the particles.1 Steric or hard-core
~excluded-volume! repulsion alone can cause phenomena
diverse as the crystallization of globular particles,2 the
liquid-crystalline ordering of anisometric ones,3 and the de-
mixing of colloids of different size and/or shape.4 The reason
for this is that dispersions not only optimize an~ideal! en-
tropy of mixing favoring homogeneous phases, but als
packing entropy that promotes exactly the opposite, nam
the demixing and ordering of particles.1 Packing effects pre-
dominate when the concentration of dispersed materia
high, i.e., when free volume becomes a limiting factor.

Remarkably, in addition to promoting large-scale dem
ing, repulsive interactions also give rise to micropha
separated states in dispersions containing differently sha
particles.5 Evidence for this comes from the host of mes
scopically textured phases recently discovered by Fraden
collaborators in aqueous mixtures of long, rodlike virus p
ticles and globular polymeric colloids.6 In the so-called
lamellar phase, the rods were found to arrange themselve
a smectic A-type layered structure, expelling the~much
smaller! globules to the space separating the rod layers. A
observed were widely spaced columnar and cubic arran
ments of globules in liquid-crystalline phases of virus p
ticles, and a nematic phase containing self-assembled ch
of globules ordered along the preferred direction of the ne
atic ~the director!.6 Qualitatively, the emergence of the lame
lar phase and that of the strings of globules in the nem
can be explained in terms of steric interactions between
globular and rodlike particles.5–8

The focus of this Communication is the intriguing stru
ture of the chainlike aggregates of globular colloids that w

a!Also at: Dutch Polymer Institute, P.O. Box 902, 5600 AX Eindhoven, T
Netherlands.
3530021-9606/2002/117(8)/3537/4/$19.00
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observed in the nematic phase of rodlike virus particles.6,9At
low rod densities, the chains appear mainly to be o
‘‘dense’’ type, with each of the globules touching their im
mediate neighbors along the chain as shown in Fig. 1~b!. At
higher rod densities the assemblies attain a more ‘‘op
configuration, in which the spacing of the globules is typ
cally a rod length or more; see Fig. 1~a!, and Fig. 4 in Ref. 6.
Relying on density functional theory calculations, we p
forward that the structural transformation of the se
assembled chains of globules with increasing rod densit
connected with the underlying tendency of the mixture
cross over to the lamellar, microphase-separated state.
calculations confirm that steric repulsion can indeed ca
the self-assembly of spherical particles in a nematic host
persion of rodlike colloids, with the provision that the gue
particles are much smaller than the rods. In the opposite l
of large spheres, the self-assembly may be induced by a
formation of the director field.10

In the following, we first briefly discuss the basic prin
ciple of how so-called depletion interactions can cause
spheres to self-assemble linearly.8 Next we calculate the par
tial structure factor of the globules in the mixture, and sh
that the coupling to prelamellar density fluctuations in t
background nematic drives the structural reorganization
the assemblies.

We consider a nematic dispersion of perfectly rigid, c
lindrical particles of lengthL and widthD!L. In the nem-
atic state the rods are uniaxially ordered along a direc
According to the classical Onsager theory,11 the mean-square
angular deviation from the director obeys^u2&;pD2/L2f r

2

!1 assuming that the rods interact via a hard-core poten
where f r denotes the volume fraction of rods. Associat
with the angular dispersion is a lengthd'[L^u2&1/2!L that
is a measure of the average lateral excursion of the tips of
rods away from the perfectly aligned configuration.8 The
hard-rod nematic is stable against dilution all the way do
to f r.4.2D/L!1, below which the isotropic phas
appears.11,12 In the high density regime a transition to
7 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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3538 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Paul van der Schoot
smectic A phase takes place at a densityf r.0.42 if L/D
@1.13,14

To the nematic we add low concentrations of globu
colloids with a diameters much smaller than the length o
the rods, but much larger than their widthD!s!L. The
interactions between the globules are of the hard-core t
as are those between the globules and the rods. This m
that each colloid must be at the center of a zone tha
significantly depleted of rods.15 For colloids of sizes
@d' , the depletion zone will have the approximate shape
a cylinder of lengthL and diameters1d' , oriented parallel
to the nematic director.8 If the depletion zones of two ap
proaching colloids overlap, an imbalance in osmotic press
builds up that acts to push them together.15 The effect of this
may be translated in terms of an effective, nematic mediu
induced pair potential between the spheres. This deple
potential is attractive and approximately equal to the ne
tive of the product of the osmotic pressure of the medi
and the volume of overlap of the two depletion zones.15 For
the former we use the known result from the Onsa
theory,11 while the latter may be obtained from geomet
which results in our estimate of the depletion potential to

V~R,v!

kBT
.2

3

p
f r

s2

D2 S 12
R

L
cosv D ~12a2sina! ~1!

with a[2 arcsin(sinv/sinv0) and sinv<sinv0[(s1d')/R;
V(R,v).0 for v>v0 . Here,v denotes the~smaller! angle
between the director and the vector connecting the cente
two test spheres,R their distance, andkBT the thermal en-
ergy, wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant andT the absolute
temperature. Superimposed on Eq.~1! is the bare, hard-core
potential which takes a positive infinite value within th
range of one particle diameter.

From Eq.~1! we conclude that the depletion interactio
is highly anisotropic in both its range and strength. Para

FIG. 1. Calculated diagram of states of hard globules dispersed in a h
rod nematic for the aspect ratioL/D5100 and the rod-sphere size rat
L/s510, with fs the volume fraction of spheres andf r that of the rods.
The solid line marks the spinodal instability to the lamellar phase, and
dash-dotted line that to macroscopically demixed phases. The dotted
separates the region where self-assembled chains are of the ‘‘open’’ typ~a!
from that where they are of the ‘‘dense’’ type~b!.
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to the director, the range of the attraction is a rod lengthL
@s, while perpendicular to that it is a lateral lengthd'

!L. For conditions which are not too close to where t
isotropic-to-nematic phase transition takes place the inte
tion is very much weaker perpendicular than parallel to
director. Indeed, settingv5p/2 andv50 gives for the ratio
of the contact potentialsV(s,p/2)/V(s,0).(d' /s)3/2

.(D/s)3/2f r
23/2!1. Presumably, the attraction becom

strong enough to destabilize the homogeneous mixture
spheres of large enough radiuss@ALD, because then
uV(s,0)u.3f r(s/D)2kBT@kBT. If not strong enough to in-
duce macroscopic demixing, the highly directional nature
the potential plausibly causes quasi linear aggregates to f
along the director. The mean length of the aggregates ma
predicted by standard theory of self-assembly.8 If ^N& denotes
their mean aggregation number,fs the volume fraction of
spheres, and we assume pair-wise additivity of the deple

potential, we find that̂ N&;Afs exp 1
2fr(s/D)2@1 if fs

@exp2s2/LD.
Although our approximate depletion theory rationaliz

the linear aggregation of globules in the nematic of rods,
actual induced interaction must be much more complex
to long-range correlations between the rods. Unfortunat
the coupling between translational and rotational degree
freedom prohibits the straightforward application of mo
advanced treatments of depletion interactions to mixtu
containing non-spherical particles.16 Therefore, instead of
calculating corrections to an effective potential in a on
component description, we proceed by studying the fl
structure of the mixture directly in a procedure amenable
systematic approximation.

Our starting point is the free energy functional

F
kBT

5(
i

K ln r iy i1
c i

kBT
2

1

2 (
j

^ f i j & j8L
i

, ~2!

where the summation is implied for both the rods (i 5r ) and
the spheres (i 5s), and where in the averageŝ̄ & i

[*dr*dur i(r ,u)(¯) the integrations are performed ove
the positional and the angular coordinatesr and u of the
particles, with a similar prescription for^¯& i8 in terms of the
primed variablesr 8 and u8. The local number densityr i

5r i(r ,u) normalizes tô 1& i5f iVy i
21, wherey i andf i de-

note the particle volume and volume fraction of speciesi,
and V the volume of the system. The first term of Eq.~2!
represents an ideal entropy, while the second accounts fo
coupling to an external fieldc i5c i(r ,u). The third term
describes the hard-core interactions between the partic
The Mayer functionf i j 5 f i j (r2r 8,u,u8) equals21 if the
hard cores of two particles overlap, and 0 in all oth
instances.11

The second virial approximation implicit in Eq.~2! is
accurate only forfs ,f r!1, implying a low volume fraction
of added spheres and a host nematic that is near the trans
to the isotropic phase.11 Equation~2! can, therefore, only be
expected to provide a qualitative description of the transit
to the lamellar phase, which occurs at relatively high volu
fractions of rods. A significant improvement of the descr
tion of the lamellar transition should be possible by includi
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3539J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Self-assembly of globluar particles
three-body virials,13 but for reasons of tractability we choos
not to do that. For our purposes a second virial theory
sufficient precision as it contains all the physics we are
terested in, including long-range correlations between p
ticles, which build up through chains of binary collisions.17

To obtain information on the fluid structure from Eq.~2!,
we evaluate the linear responses of the local density field
suitably chosen external potentials, and subsequently ex
the partial structure factors from these. Under conditions
thermal equilibrium, the densitiesr i(r ,u) functionally mini-
mize the free energy Eq.~2! subject to the condition of the
conservation of mass, and are found to obey a set of cou
non-linear integral equations. For the purpose of obtain
response functions, we linearize these equations by inse
r i(r ,u)5r i(u)1dr i(r ,u) and expanding them to first orde
in the external field, wherer i is the mean density in zer
field and dr i a perturbation linear in the external field
Clearly,rs(u)5fs/4pys . An explicit expression forr r(u) is
not known, so we use the Gaussian angular distribution
vanced by Odijk.12

We now describe the external fields applied in this stu
In Fourier space, the external field conjugate to a den
fluctuationd ĉs(q)[*dudr̂s(q,u) of the spheres is given b
ĉs(q,u)52«skBT with q the wave vector and«s a dimen-
sionless field strength, and where the hats indicate Fou
transformed quantities. The external field conjugate to
massdensity fluctuationsd ĉr(q)[*duj 0(q•uL/2)dr̂ r(q,u)
of the rods isĉ r(q,u)52« r j 0(q•uL/2)kBT,17 where« r is
again a field strength andj 0(x)5sinx/x a spherical Besse
function. Switching off the external field acting on the ro
~i.e., setting« r50! we obtain the partial structure factor o
the spheresSss(q) from the density responsed ĉs(q) through
the well-known Yvon equationd ĉs(q)52«sSss(q)fs /ys .18

On the other hand, if we put«s50 the partial structure facto
of the rodsSrr (q) follows similarly from d ĉr(q).

Our results forSss(q) andSrr (q) depend on the solution
of a linear integral equation, which we solve approximat
by means of a variational principle described elsewher18

For the sphere–sphere structure factor we find

1

Sss~q!
5

1

Sss
0 ~q!

2 G~q!Srr
0 ~q! ~3!

with q[(qi ,q') the momentum transfer in terms of its com
ponents parallel and perpendicular to the director,Sii

0 (q) the
structure factor of componenti in the absence of componen
j Þ i , and a coupling term

G~q!56Lf rfsJ1
2S 1

2
qis D Y D2qi

2s ~4!

with J1 a Bessel function of the first kind. The structu
factor of a dispersion containing only the spheres is found
obey 1/Sss

0 (q)512fsys
21 f̂ ss(q), where q[Aqi

21q'
2 and

f̂ ss(q) the Fourier transform of the sphere–sphere Ma
function. The structure factor of the pure nematic obe
F(q)/Srr

0 (q)5114F(q)18f rG(q), with F(q)[^ j 0
2(q

•uL/2)& r /^1& r the form function of the rods, andG(q)
[^ j 0(q•uL)& r /^1& r a function driving the smectic instabil
ity. ~The averages are taken at zero external field.! Srr

0 (q) has
Downloaded 19 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.137. Redistribution subject to A
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a highly nontrivial dependence on (qi ,q') due to
translation–rotation coupling. For the length scalesqD&1
relevant to our problem we find that Srr

0 (q)
5Srr

0 (qiL,q'd'), i.e., perpendicular to the director the co
relation length is set by the lateral lengthd' , while parallel
to that by the rod lengthL.

The correlations between the spherical colloids are co
pletely enslaved by the fluctuating background of rods
cording to Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, for G(qs&1)/fs

.3/2Lsf r /D2.s/D@1. The reduced structure factor de
scribing these fluctuations,Srr

0 /F, has a number of interest
ing properties. First, parallel to the nematic director we fi
presmectic correlation peaks, where the primary peak
verges at the spinodal instability to the smectic A pha
According to our second virial theory, the pure nematic b
comes unstable to density fluctuations parallel to the dire
at a critical wave vectorqiL.4.85 and a volume fraction
f r.0.79. This agrees qualitatively with the best estima
currently available ofqiL.5.07 and f r.0.42 for L/D
→`.13,14Second, perpendicular to the director the liquidli
correlation peaks do not present themselves on the scaleL,
nor d' . Positional correlations do appear at much sma
lengths corresponding toq'D.6, but they remain insignifi-
cant due to the finite dispersion of the rod orientations t
acts to diminish any lateral order in the fluid.

Now that we have ascertained that the correlations al
the director are the most important, we setq'd'50. Figure
2 gives our prediction for the partial structure fact
Sss(qi,0) as a function ofqiL for variable f r , and fixed
fs50.02,L/D5100 ands/D510. For small wave vectors
the structure factor has a value considerablygreater than
what it would have had if no rods were present~as shown by

FIG. 2. Partial structure factor of the globules in the nematicSss(qi,0) vs
the scaled momentum transferqiL along the director, forL/D5100, L/s
510 andfs50.02. From top to bottom:f r50.08, 0.07, 0.06, and 0.05. Fo
comparison we have also inserted the structure factor of the globules in
absence of the rods~the lowermost curve!. Inset: Sss(qi,0) for f r50.22,
0.20, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.08~from top to bottom!.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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3540 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 8, 22 August 2002 Paul van der Schoot
the lowermost curve!, confirming that the rods induce a
effective attraction between the spheres. The quasilinea
crease ofSss(0,0) with the rod density is consistent with th
prediction of Eq.~1!. However, Eq.~1! does not explain the
shift of maximum in the structure factor to a non-zeroqiL at
higher rod concentrations, shown in the inset to Fig. 2. T
peak diverges at the spinodal to the lamellar phase,
points at the presence of pretransitional fluctuations in
mixture.

Due to the correlations between the colloids being
slaved by the structure of the host dispersion, we concl
that the shift in the position of the primary maximum
Sss(qi,0) from zero to nonzero momentum transfer sign
the crossover from the dense to the open aggregates a
served in experiments.6,9 Within our treatment, this occurs a
an almost universal density off r* .0.131O(s2/L2). The
structural transition of the aggregates is limited to glob
concentrations below a critical value offs* .32/(LsD22

2256)!1 that rapidly approaches zero with increasing c
loid size. Forfs.fs* the structure factor diverges atqiL
50, thus marking a fluid–fluid type of demixing instabilit
It takes place whenf r.10(118fs)/(3LsD22fs2128fs

216)<f r* . If both fs,fs* andf r>f r* , the structure fac-
tor does not diverge atqiL50 but, instead, at the aforemen
tioned nonzero value associated with a spinodal instabilit
the lamellar phase. The critical wave vector of the lame
instability decreases with increasing volume fraction glo
ules, and becomes 0 when reachingfs* . Figure 1 shows the
diagram of states calculated forL/D5100 ands/D510.
Note the very small amount of spheres needed to destab
the nematic, which is in qualitative agreement with expe
mental observation.6

In conclusion, excluded volume interactions at the t
body level are sufficient to explain the emergence of sev
of the mesoscopically textured phases observed by Fra
and collaborators in aqueous mixtures of colloidal sphe
Downloaded 19 Jan 2010 to 131.155.151.137. Redistribution subject to A
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and rodlike virus particles.6 These include the lamellar phas
as well as a nematic phase containing ordered, string-
assemblies of globules. It appears that pretransitional fl
tuations associated with the vicinity of the lamellar spinod
give rise to a restructuring of the string-like assemblies fr
the dense to the open type. We speculate that including th
body virials may prove sufficient not only to come to a qua
titative description of the lamellar and stringy nema
phases, but also to shed light on the other types of pha
found in mixtures of rods and spheres.6

The author is grateful to Zvonimir Dogic~Brandeis Uni-
versity! for discussions and for the sharing of unpublish
microscopic images of aqueous mixtures of polystyre
spheres andfd virus particles.
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